Employment Law Advice & HR Support Service
Comprehensive employment law advice for employers
with step-by-step solutions for all situations.
We cover all aspects of employment law, both at an
organisation level and at an individual/employee level.
At the organisation level, we support employers
regarding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workforce restructuring
Redundancy
Changes in terms and conditions of employment
Transfer of undertakings
Mergers
HR due diligence
IR matters
Contracts of employment
Employee handbook and HR policies and procedures
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We support employers with individual employee
matters, for example, related to employee situations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issues in probation
Performance issues
Disciplinary/dismissal issues
Sick leave
Attendance issues
Redundancy
Bullying
Grievance
Fraud
Misconduct or gross misconduct issues
Contractual matters
Issues related to pay, changes to working conditions,
changes to terms of employment, terms and 		
conditions of employment, leave, and contractual rights
• Changes to role
• Redundancy
• Redeployment
We advise employers on the step-by-step process
to follow. This is by phone and email and includes
the drafting of all relevant emails and letters on the
employer’s behalf.
Employment Law Hotline
Quick access to reliable, expert advice is something that
most employers value.
Our Employment Law Hotline Service provides access by
phone and email for employers. Designated personnel
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can contact us by phone and email with any employment
law or HR query, and be assured of a quick and expert
response from their dedicated HR Consultant/Adviser. In
the event of annual leave, our team of HR Consultants/
Advisers ensure support at all times.
This Hotline service can be availed of on an ad-hoc / as
needed basis or we can be retained on an annual basis
for a fixed fee. We would be happy to provide a quote
for this service.
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On-Site Employment Law Support and Advice
Our other on-site services can be availed of at any
time when needed e.g. WRC representation, HR due
diligence, on-site discussions with unions, restructuring
proposals, pay claim defences, etc. as outlined above,
and we would be happy to provide a quote for these at
any time.
Expert and Pragmatic Employment Law Advice
We bring our employment law and HR expertise
together, and combine it with a sense of pragmatism,
to create practical and creative solutions for employers
within the context of employment law considerations.

Should you choose the annual cover, this annual cover
for a fixed-fee provides unlimited support by phone and
email, and gives certainty as to the annual costs, while
having peace of mind that all your needs are covered
for the year.
On the other hand, you may wish to ‘Pay as you Use’
and we would be very happy to quote for this service.
Our service is available Monday-Friday, and on a retained
basis, an employer has access to their dedicated HR
Consultant/Adviser also on a Saturday/Sunday for
emergencies.
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